Behold, It Lives! The New American Frankenstein

Most Americans do not know and could care less their leadership has sold them up the river. However, for those old-fashioned folks in the United States who are unaware Washington has set out to create a “New America” custom built for the elites, here’s a primer for understanding just how bad our situation is.

A stunning Wikipedia page begins; “New America, formerly the New America Foundation, is a non-partisan, nonprofit think tank in the United States.” And with this the organization created by Ted Halstead, Sherle Schwenninger, Michael Lind, and Walter Russell Mead back in 1999, characterizes itself by its mission statement, which is:

“Renewing America by continuing the quest to realize our nation's highest ideals, honestly confronting the challenges caused by rapid technological and social change and seizing the opportunities those changes create.”

OMG, Not L.B.J. and J.F.K. AGAIN!

Now, for many of us out here sitting on the moderate media limb, the fact that Google’s Executive Chairman, Eric Schmidt, is the current chairman emeritus of New America casts a negative shadow over the organizations intentions. And for old Baby Boomers like me, it’s an eye opener to discover former President Lyndon Johnson’s
(LBJ’s) press secretary and chief of staff, Bill Moyers seed funded Ted Halstead’s infant think. My old school colleagues out there will shudder right along with me remembering Moyers is the last surviving person from a famous photograph taken of Johnson’s first inauguration on Air Force One after JFK was assassinated. Who can forget that it was Moyers who was ordered to dig up dirt on political opponent Barry Goldwater’s team using the FBI, if I remember correctly. Younger readers will only associate these people with tales of ancient history, but my generation knows today’s psychopaths are genetically linked to those of yesteryear. Talk about Nixon and Watergate or RussiaGate and Putin, these guys created the environment for filling the swamp that is now our nation’s capital. But profiling Moyers and his role in the mess that is America today is a topic for further discussion. In this current report we have other New World Order fish to fry. Before I lay off Moyers for now, I should mention he is a member of the infamous Bilderberg Group too. Will coincidences never cease?

Back to New America, and the organization’s footprints and fingerprints, which are all over subverting American values. This Machiavellian little brain trust operates like a mutant clone of some George Soros societal infestation. Like Soros’ OSF, these New Americans put funds and resources into the monstrous idea of mutating America’s youth and traditional morality. Like all the other Washington think tanks, their work often seems well intentioned enough, but looking at the dark potential of programs like Future Tense, a partnership with Arizona State University and Slate, we find a deep seeding of grass roots mind programming going on. Consider, for instance, a program known as Frankenstein 200 (PDF), which operates under the auspices of ASU’s Center for Science and Imagination. Let me quote a bit from the ASU 2017 report from these liberal world order reptiles:

“As citizens with access to incredible tools for creation and transformation, we need not only to understand the fundamentals of science and technology, but also to develop the skills to participate in the ethical and policy debates surrounding these fields. Arizona State University, with a grant from the National Science Foundation (Award #1516684), is taking on this challenge, using Frankenstein as a narrative frame to deepen public engagement and increase efficacy around issues of scientific creativity and responsibility.”

Yes, the sentient among you feel it, that gnawing realization the technocrats who know what’s best for all of us, just standing behind with wagging their heavy, heavy brains. I don’t suppose I need to branch off into how ASU and psychopath Senator John McCain connect, but you will glean more if I drill down into the bedrock of this “FRANKENSTEIN” societal monster zapped to life by America’s worst of the worst.

Imagine if you will a conspiracy theory that involves psychological conditioning of key members of a future generation. We use the term “Orwellian” far too casually in describing the level of media control in effect these days. But, the same control mechanisms that turn news and information into propaganda are at work bending what you might want to call a “Google” reality. Check this out. Our “Frankenstein” educational monster was animated for real in Washington recently in a half-day Future Tense event in Washington entitled, “The Spawn of Frankenstein.” Timed to coincide with a book launch at the art-science research center Le Laboratoire in Cambridge, the essence of the overall initiative stank of Google AI wheels grinding and technocrat bio-robotics salesmanship. Please allow me another quote:

“At these events we brought together synthetic biologists, literary historians, science fiction writers, and others to contemplate the lessons of the Frankenstein myth and its value for navigating the complex social and ethical challenges of emerging fields like synthetic biology, artificial intelligence, and robotics.”

Now don’t get me wrong here, I am all for the advancement of technology where medical science is concerned. In fact, I need the latest stem cell wonders for regenerating heart muscle since mine was badly damaged a few years back. However, my vision for a “New America” does not involve the dehumanization and demoralization of society. My vision also does not include “training” desired ethical norms so the “trend” can flow smoothly for the technocrats. Reading this gibberish, I am appalled that these people cannot confess their desire for this New America to be either a full-fledged Technocracy, or some big brain led Noocracy. Again, I diverge. Let me fast forward into the ASU dogma so that we are on the same page here.

Democracy as a Service?

You read that correctly, the spanking new American dream these flesh and blood liberal robots propose has nothing whatsoever to do with democratic ideals or true liberalism. In the same way hard core and soulless Zionists leverage
Judaism, the elites running this game use permissive leftist promises to move the wanting masses. For those of you looking for the Google or Amazon in the proverbial “wood pile” here, this statement from our American revisionists reveals the catastrophic truth:

“Today, Google and Amazon provide countless corporations with cloud-based infrastructure solutions to achieve greater efficiency and optimization. Yet government remains stuck in the physical realm, dependent on flesh-and-blood politicians. To confront the challenges of political gridlock, bureaucratic corruption, and unreliable officials, experimental philosopher Jonathon Keats developed Democracy as a Service, which augments principles as old as the Founding Fathers with 21st century computer science and biotechnology.”

It is easy to envision this New America, as an imagined nostalgic land that must stretch from Washington D.C. across the Atlantic and the Asia landmass by the end of this new century. I imagine Jeff Bezos’ or Bill Gates’ (maybe even Hitler’s) brains in command of machines running everything we do. Flashback to 2018 though, and suddenly, right before all our eyes and as if out of nowhere, a new generation is being taught that the foundations of America need “augmenting” – which usually means to “swell or inflate.” Yes, they use the term “augmented America,” yes they do.

Is it any wonder ASU is home of the McCain Institute for International Leadership? Melding that psychotic monster of world mayhem in the U.S. Senate with the idealism of the technocrats, I come up with an America that really is based on a Mary Shelly novel. For the studied among us, America has already become the Frankenstein for the world, a blood sucking hegemony fueled by other nations’ riches. Looking at John McCain’s so-called “do-tank” – we are supposed to believe that it is really dedicated to “advancing character-driven global leadership based on security, economic opportunity, freedom and human dignity - in the United States and around the world.” In reality thought, the sellout from the Hanoi Hilton has a “do-do” tank set up at one of America’s most venerable institutions of higher learning. So the reader knows, his do-do is funded by Wal-Mart Stores, FedEx, Saudi Arabia, hedge funds, and the usual deep state aligned suspects. Just collating how McCain figures into all this worldwide chaos AND American domestic crises, it made my stomach churn. So, I branched off to formulate this report’s conclusion elsewhere in NEW AMERICA.

Behold! The cosmic forces that forge new order hallucinations led me to once again follow the money. And there they are, all the familiar Davos, Silicon Valley, and Bilderberg henchmen. Funding for our bristly New America at the $1,000,000 plus level are; the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, Google Inc., Ford Foundation, Eric and Wendy Schmidt, George Soros’ Open Society Foundations, to name a few. Underneath these shining Americans at the $999,000 dollar donation level, I found Bloomberg, Citi Foundation, JP Morgan Chase & Co., Microsoft, the Omidyar Network, Siemens, Raytheon, and the Royal Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, just to give you an idea who is forging this NEW AMERICA for posterity. Yes, Northrop Grumman is there helping create robot cartoons for your kids. And so is the United Nations, Apple, Amazon, and the Government of the United Kingdom. All vested interests in shaping an America that can fight off meddlers like Russia and Putin.

Oh my God, save us from ourselves and from the monster these people intend breathing life into.
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